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Unit   1
Step up your game
Complete the sentences using the first or the second conditional. Then get into pairs and 
compare your results.

1   If I want to pass this school year,  .
2   If I follow through with my resolutions,  .
3   I would go to the United States of America for three weeks if  
  .
4   If I could change the timetable,  .
5   If I had more free time,  .
6   , I will get more pocket money.
7   If I had a choice,  . 

Match the verbs in A with the appropriate words / phrases in B to make meaningful collocations. 
Then get into pairs and use them in a sentence.

Get into pairs. You have just returned back to school from an amazing summer holiday and want 
to inform your classmates about it. In your conversation you should

  describe your daily routine during the holiday break
  give detailed information about your internship
  suggest ways to make the best out of the upcoming school year.

Talk for about five minutes.

Your school is currently running a green project week in which each subject contributes in  
a different way. Your English group has decided to publish articles on how each individual  
can contribute to a greener environment. The best article will be published in the next 
edition of the school newsletter. In your article you should 

  explain the importance of taking care of our planet
  highlight measures each individual can take to contribute 
  suggest ways in which schools can actively engage in a 
greener environment.

Write about 250 words.  ( Best Shots 3 – modular. HAK, Writing reference, p. 197)
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 VocabBooster
A B

to pack 1 beach volleyball
to check in 2 around the campfire

to use 3 your luggage at the baggage claim
to sit 4 your backpack

to play 5 in front of a museum
to wait for 6 suntan lotion

to read 7 through customs
to queue up 8 the travel guide

to pass 9 at the hotel
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